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How long does it take to write a county flora ? It’s a process! 
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Inspiration - it comes from many places

• People – family, friends, associates
• Events – education, group outings
• Nature – spring wildflowers, special places 



Education: Plant Taxonomy, Plant Ecology                                               
A California Flora by Munz and Keck was the standard in 1975

Markings indicate 
probable (-) and 
confirmed (X) 
occurrence in 
Napa County



There was an abundance of wildflowers in and around the City 
of Napa in 1976.  I began to explore fields, roadsides.

South of Napa city, now industrial park, 1981 Suscol Hill, now site of Meritage Hotel, 1981



Becoming familiar with the local flora

• A long and ongoing effort of discovery and study. An 
estimated 6,000-7,000 hours have been spent in the field

• Napa County is a relatively small county comprising about 
0.5% of the land area of California but - diverse 
topography, geology and micro-climates promote plant 
diversity and regional endemism



A plant press preserves specimens, allowing for
later study 

Over 7300 collections to date, 3442 donated to U.C. herbaria



Pressing specimens is an essential way to support the occurrence of 
species in a geographic location.  They can be studied to re-visit 
determinations. Sometimes surprises come to light!



Checklists

Over 200 hand written lists were 
developed (1979-96) from 
vegetation sampling at 
numerous locations.  

The computer made the task of 
making  Checklists much easier 
in the 1990s. 

Acquiring a GPS receiver allowed 
for more precision in recording 
locations in 2001 



CNPS spring scheduled Wildflower Walks provided a good opportunity 
for learning and sharing. 

CNPS outing, 
2001



Pacific Union College, Dec. 
1985 printout of Napa Flora

Specimen Label Information 
Directory (SLID)

By: Dr. Gilbert Muth, Don Hemphill 
and Joe Callizo ---- contributions by, 
Glen Clifton, Richard Weston, Bill 
Grummer, Jake Ruygt

Developed in 1978 with 
approximately 600 taxa, SLID 
expanded to about 1565 taxa with 
confirmed  occurrences by 1985.



Relationships with 
landowners created 
through CNPS hikes -

Large landownerships such as 
the Livermore Ranch, Mead 
Ranch and Land Trust of Napa 
County permanent preserves 
provided a wealth of data to 
A Flora of Napa County

Montesol



In 1988, contracting as a consulting botanist opened new opportunities to
study/inventory extended properties. 

To date over 
45,000 acres have 
been studied by:

Napa Botanical 
Survey Services



Field data collection is the foundation of a flora-

• After the Pacific Union College Database had a system failure, the 
data I was accumulating needed a place to go -

• I  continued to enter data of new species and significant plant 
populations in my printed copy of the SLID Database -

• The value of a flora versus a database was pondered while I waited 
for PUC to restore the database



About 1990, I embarked on creating my 
own database

The First edition of this 
database was printed in 1992

The nine data fields included:
Morphology
Habitat
Distribution
Elevation Range
Plant Community
Blooming Period
Nativity



A Second Draft of my database 
was completed in 1996

Includes twelve data fields
Circled numbers at right indicate 
a slide image captured and in my 
files.
Small floral symbol at left 
indicated an illustration has been 
drafted on the page number 
shown.



The First Draft of Text-file was printed for field use in 2001

Data was moved into a word file



Dichotomous Keys 
Were Developed 

Based on the format of keys in A 
California Flora, Munz and Keck 
1963.

“Keys” were written for all genera 
with three or more documented 
species. 

A booklet of the keys were shared 
with a few local CNPS members for 
review



A Second Draft was completed between Dec 2002 and March 2003

• Voucher data was added for all Special status species and “Napa 
County Rare” taxa. Codes for occurrences in county parks were 
added.

• Additional fine tuning to the text information led to a Third Draft by 
March 2005. Focus was on adding plant morphology data based on 
data collected in Napa County and described in other floras.



Data review - This must be comprehensive

Confirmation of plant identification required:
• Review of personal herbarium to confirm identifications cited.
• Personal voucher collections support 1616 of 1695 taxa in the flora.  
• Locating and reviewing voucher specimens in various herbaria, some 

remote.
• Several species considered for inclusion had no supporting voucher 

collection. This required judgement calls on reliability of some early 
historic publications and reports.



Historic Collections and Notes added depth to the flora account

Peter Raven cardfile - circa 1950-51 John Thomas Howell field notes - 1940

Willis Lynn Jepson notebooks, 1891-1944



The Consortium of California Herbaria webpage provided a means to 
search voucher collection records with a PC from home 
(coming online circa 2000)



Lists of data gaps and other 
questions were developed by 
continual screening of my 
flora text files

The lists included questions that 
require further field work or 
herbarium research.

Completed questions were checked 
off the list. Unanswered questions 
were carried forward to the next list. 
The lists became shorter but some 
additional questions generally 
popped up.  This process occurred 
from 2005 until 2011.



Publication of updates of the Jepson Manual required changes 
in taxonomic arrangement and text in my developing Flora

Jepson 1 - 1993 Jepson 2 - 2012



What is included in A Flora of Napa County

• Introductory Chapters – Eleven sections including 65 pages. Includes information 
on climate, history, geology, vegetation, invasive species, rare plants and more.

• Species accounts 388 pages covering 1695 taxa, 95% are supported by personal 
voucher collections. 

• Appendices – Four sections including a list of species confirmed to occur on floor 
of Napa Valley (this is historic in value); Bird and Mammals associated with the 
Napa flora; 47 pages

• Maps of geology, vegetation, rainfall, geography



A Flora of Napa County is a compilation from many contributors

• Databases and checklists including  – Pacific Union College 
SLID (1,567 taxa), Peter Raven (1,235 taxa), Milo Baker, Jack 
Major (1,253 taxa) 

• Voucher collection records of numerous individuals including -
Peter Joe Callizo (1,941), Willis Lynn Jepson (1,678), Peter 
Raven (1,125), William T. Grummer (1,135), Glenn Clifton 
(1,083), J.P. Tracy (519)  

• Technical expertise - Cynthia Powell (geography map), Jeffrey 
DeCoursey (illustration digitizing), Beth Hansen-Winter (book 
design) and others



42 Photo Plates 
display 334 taxa

Over 1200 species were 
photographed; the Photo Plates 
focused on:
Special status species
Representative taxa of many genera 
and families
Important invasive species
Common and showy species

Alphabetic arrangement by Family, 
genus, species.



49 Illustration Plates 
Include over 450 taxa

Illustrations were completed over a 
period of about 5 years and included 
over 900 entries.  The illustrations 
chosen for the flora plates include:
One or more species from most of the
families
Many special status species
Common species 

The pencil illustrations were over-written 
in pen. They were later digitized and 
isolated into individual files.



The illustrations are 
arranged in alphabetic 
order by Family, Genus 
and Species

Notations were included 
when first drawn. These were 
later added in digitally to 
indicate key characteristics 
and scale.



Many botanists have 
contributed to the record 
through voucher collections

A List of 55 individuals was included in 
one of the Introductory Chapters - to 
acknowledge  contributions to the 
knowledge of the flora of Napa County.

The earliest recorded Napa County 
collections date to the 1840s and 1850s

Over 8000 specimens are on file in 
various herbaria and support A Flora of 
Napa County



Assembling the flora – caution required

• A Book Designer creates the layout. 
• The dimensions of the book and number of pages included needs to 

be determined to calculate production costs.
• All word-files were placed into a new program. This created glitches 

that required editorial review by myself. Problems that arose included 
missing pages, missing photos, changes in font size and more.

• An addendum was added to the Flora to add species documented 
during the 5 year production period.



Some lessons learned from the final production experience

• Meet with involved parties to communicate expectations.
• Sign a contract that clearly defines what the responsibilities of the 

book designer, the publishing agent and author.
• Get a written cost estimate for the book design. 
• Get a timeline for completion of the product.



Benefits of Publishing a Comprehensive County Flora -

• Simplifies the effort in identifying a species in a county. Napa County 
includes about 22% of over 7600 native and naturalized taxa in 
California.

• A local flora can include more detailed information on habitat, plant 
distribution, abundance and public parks where interested persons 
may observe many species.

• Provides a useful reference for local organizations, agencies, 
researchers.



A Flora of Napa 
County –
published Nov. 2020

Publication and Funding by:

California Native Plant Society
The Mead Foundation, 
Napa County Wildlife Commission 

Napa Community Foundation 
----and other private parties

This book could not have been completed without the Napa 
Valley Chapter of CNPS, my wife April and daughter Andrea 
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